MADE IN BELGIUM
Commercial woven vinyl flooring for Workspaces, Hospitality, Healthcare, Public Spaces and Retail
2tec2.com
2 Tec2 is made by a dynamic team who shares a passion for innovation, design, and architecture. Every day, we strive to reduce our ecological footprint thanks to our continuously evolving production process.

This focus and dedication ensures a high quality product that is sustainable for both flooring and people.

ABOUT US
Fulfilling customer’s expectations stands at the core of our R&D division and production plant. Therefore, we have a proactive approach to possible issues and we make sure to follow up on each production batch.

We manufacture a woven vinyl flooring that is durable, functional and assures a high comfort without neglecting the environment. Sustainable manufacturing is an ongoing process of improvement. A process that will continue in the future and that is essential to our core values.

This goal can be reached thanks to our fully integrated production and through fantastic teamwork, where the philosophy is to make quality, design and sustainability coincide.”

Thomas Vantieghem
Product Manager 2tec2
2TEC2, A WISE CHOICE

- Functional flooring combining the best characteristics of both hard and soft surface flooring.
- Rolls are seamless. A selection of tiles (Infinite, Lustre, Colourful, Hybrid and Cracked Earth collection) are seamless in a monolithic broadloom installation. See p.11 for more information.
- Innovative contemporary design look. Unlimited design flexibility.
- Tiles available on demand in various shapes:
- Excellent acoustic properties and improved underfoot comfort thanks to the acoustic Comfort Backing®. Reduces both ambient and impact sound. Impact Sound Reduction 19dB, Walking Noise Reduction 70%, Sound Absorption 0.15.
- Extremely robust with almost no aspect change over time.
- Stain resistant and water proof. 100% cleanable.
- 100% vertically integrated in-house manufacturing.
- Suitable for projects built according to BREEAM and LEED.
- 2tec2 is a sustainable product. The acoustic backing is 100% recycled.
- Phthalate free. No heavy Metals.
SUSTAINABILITY

Every day, we strive to reduce our environmental footprint thanks to our continuously evolving production process. This focus and dedication ensures a high quality product that is sustainable and durable. Sustainable manufacturing is an ongoing process of improvement. A process that will continue in the future and that is essential to our core values.

2tec2 has already taken a lot of initiatives to reduce its environmental impact. Here are a few initiatives taken by 2tec2:

Renewable energy and raw materials
• Our 3600 solar panels provide energy for our entire production process.
• We use a heat recovery system for the day to day activities in our production plant.
• Vinyl is made out of 50% NaCl (salt), which is endlessly available.

Recycling
• We invest in pre-consumer waste recycling; all virgin raw material that enters our production process, is manufactured to an end product. Our waste material is reused in the top layer of 2tec2.
• The acoustic felt backing or Comfort Backing® is 100% recycled.
• Vinyl is a thermoplastic product that can be recycled over and over again.

CO₂ emissions
• We have a fully integrated production process at one central location without any transportation between different production phases or plants.
• We strive to be CO₂ neutral.

Certifications
• We are REACH* compliant.
• We are LEED & BREEAM compliant.

Free from dangerous chemicals
• Phthalate free.
• No heavy metals.
• 2tec2 is suitable for healthcare environments.

Eco-friendly maintenance
• 2tec2 can be cleaned only using water; no chemicals needed.

Durability
• 2tec2 is perfect for heavy traffic use and has a minimum of 10-year warranty.

A green future
We believe & invest in the cradle-to-cradle approach. Every raw material will be reused to create new tiles and rolls. We want 2tec2 to be 100% recyclable in the near future.

*REACH is a regulation of the European Union, adopted to improve the protection of human health and the environment from the risks that can be posed by chemicals, while enhancing the competitiveness of the EU chemicals industry.
MONOLITHIC INSTALLATION
Tiles installed in a uni-directional pattern have a sleek, monolithic appearance. There are no visible seams.

Collection:
Hybrid, Infinite, Lustre, Cracked Earth and Colourful

Installation patterns:
- Ashlar
- Black

QUARTERTURN INSTALLATION
Tiles installed in a checkerboard pattern.

Collection:
Hybrid, Infinite, Lustre, New Basic, Cracked Earth, Colourful, Barcode and Stripes

Installation patterns:
- Checkerboard
QUALITY CONTROL

2tec2 continuously improves quality and has a sophisticated R&D lab for that purpose. Manufacturing processes and output are constantly monitored with thousands of tests.

2tec2 does not follow the industry standards; 2tec2 exceeds them.
The Comfort Backing® is standard on 2tec2 rolls and tiles. This innovative backing comes with an additional felt layer which improves sound absorption and underfoot comfort. It brings the acoustic properties of 2tec2 close to those of most carpets, exceeding by far those of hard floorings and LVT’s. The acoustic felt layer is made out of recycled PET.
2TEC2 PLAY®

2tec2 allows you to play with various shapes to create inspiring floors in woven vinyl. Diamonds, Hexagons, Planks, Triangles and Mini Squares are among some of our suggestions, but actually any shape and size is possible. Choose any colour from the 2tec2 tile collection. Let your imagination flow.

Download the Play catalogue on 2tec2.com/play

Any shape and size:

- Square
  - 500 mm - 19.69"
- Mini square
  - 250 mm - 9.84"
- Diamond
  - 650 mm - 25.59"
  - 375,3 mm - 14.78"
- Hexagon
  - 500 mm - 19.69"
- Triangle A
  - 707.1 mm - 27.84"
  - 500 mm - 19.69"
- Triangle B
  - 500 mm - 19.69"
- Plank A
  - 220 mm - 8.66"
  - 600 mm - 23.62"
2tec2 has been specified by many architects & designers all over the world and installed in some outstanding projects. Here’s our selection. Get Inspired.
ANDROMEDA, PLANET & TITAN

SHAPE: TRIANGLE TILES

Client: Fleischmann
Interior Design: Anna Prinzhorn
Country: Austria

Installed with A triangles.
See p.20 for more details on special tile shapes.
SUPERNOVA
SHAPE: HEXAGON TILES

Client: ForMail
Country: Belgium

Same tiles installed in 2 different directions
See p.20 for more details on special tile shapes.
MOONLESS NIGHT TILES

Client: BIBLIOTEKA N°1 Restorāns
Interior Design: Leopard Creative & Production
Country: Latvia
FLINT ROLLS

Client: Lighting Design Office
Interior Design: Moko Interior
Country: Hungary
HELIOS TILES

Client: Private
Country: Belgium
ROSETTA TILES
Client: Private  
Country: Belgium

DARKSIDE TILES
Client: Private  
Country: Belgium
ECLIPSE & MOONLESS NIGHT TILES

Client: Koedood Dieselsevice - Interior Design: RoosRos Architects - Country: The Netherlands
COFFEE BEAN, PULSAR, AURORA, TITAN & EQUINOX TILES
ZODIAC HEXAGON TILES
Same tiles installed in 3 different directions
See p.20 for more details on special tile shapes.

MAGNETITE GREY TILES
Client: Feiring Bruk - Country: Norway
FLINT

SHAPE: PLANK TILES

Client: Trinseo
Interior Design: Aarts & Co
Country: The Netherlands

See p.20 for more details on special tile shapes.
STARDUST TILES

Client: Private
Country: Belgium

Same tiles installed in 2 different directions
OYSTER ROLLS

Client: Schuhe Lüke
Interior Design: Ganter Property Development GmbH
Country: Germany
CELESTE TILES

Client: Private
Country: Belgium

Same tiles installed in 2 different directions
JUNO TILES

Client: Private
Architects: De Coene Interior Design
Country: Belgium
MOONROCK TILES
Client: Porsche - Interior Design: ProsjektGulv AS - Country: Norway

BOREALIS TILES
Client: Private - Country: Belgium
COFFEE BEAN TILES
LAVA ROLLS

CHROMITE GREY TILES

Client: Cineplexx | Architect: Andreas Mangl | Country: Austria
PLANET TILES

Client: Agences Le Crédit Lyonnais
Country: France
OPAL ROLLS

Client: Hotel Paquis
Architects: Groupe Tagerim
Country: Austria
SUPERNova, TITAN & ARID TILES

Client: Nishinomiya Gardens, Department Store
Country: Japan
DARKSIDE TILES

Client: ING Cedar
Architects: HofmanDujardin Architects
Country: The Netherlands
DIAMOND ORANGE ROLLS

Client: IZAR Wellness Institute  
Interior Design: Fair Wood Builds  
Country: United States
PULSAR, EQUINOX & AURORA
SHAPE: DIAMOND TILES
Client: Private - Country: Belgium - See p.20 for more details on special tile shapes

OBSIDIAN BLACK TILES
Client: Pure Pharma - Country: Belgium
ASTEROID & BLACK HOLE TILES
Client: De Beauvoir Block - Interior Design: Sella Concept - Country: United Kingdom

ANDROMEDA TILES
Client: Fabernovel - Interior Design: Vincent & Gloria Architects - Country: France
WORLDWIDE PROJECTS

WORKSPACE

Moët Hennessy France - Kaswood: Dieviesvietis The Netherlands - TU Delft The Netherlands - Porsche Norway - Amazon Poland - ING HG The Netherlands - ABB UK - Fabermovec France - Touch Netherlands - Bank Delim Belgium - De Beaucourt Block UK - Banco Ceregrange Portugal Pures Pharma Belgium - Monaco Informatique Monaco - Delilabel France DHL Greece - Renault Technocenter France - LinkedIn USA - Dior France Ernst & Young Greece - Farnero Italy - Tripadvisor HQ USA - Warner Music Belgium - Gazprom Nefit Russia Google UK - Cartier UK - Coca-Cola Germany - Pfizer Hungary Rolls-Royce Belgium - Discovery Channel Italy - BICC USA - Oracle USA FedEx Belgium - Autodesk USA - SBI Paribas Fortis Bank Belgium Hay group The Netherlands - Hewlett Packard, Romania Rolls-Royce - IBM USA Johnson & Johnson Belgium - Kimpeps France - Relief International USA Leighton Constructions Australia - Microsoft Finland - Philips Morris Czech Republic Portugal Telecom Portugal - Shell The Netherlands - Stanley Black & Decker Italy Volvo Trucks Belgium - Buzzy Next Belgium - L’Oréal France

HOSPITALITY

Thermea Palace Belgium - Biblioteka N°1 Restorans, Latvia - Laguno Hotel Belgium Intercontinental Japan - Princess Sofia Hotel Spain - Hôtel Switzerland - RIU Hotel Spain - Bel Air USA - Nodotel France - “B” Hotel USA - Askension Czech Republic Astoria Hotel, Slovenia - Byblos, France - Camemery Casino USA - Club Mediterranee France - Center Parks, France - Casino Barriere France - Lancia Lounge Bar Belgium - Lufthansa Germany - Onca Australia - Sabaya Resort Australia - Sheraton Hotel USA Sofitel, Morocco - Soncna Hotel, Sofia, Bulgaria Starbucks: Worldwide - Sun Hotel Portugal - Room 230 Italy - Marriott Worldwide

RETAIL


SHOWROOM & EXHIBITION

Giorgio Armani, Italy - Lexus USA - BMW Germany - Audi Spain - BMW Belgium - Bric France Casadigna France - Bouygues Construction France - Peugeot Switzerland Dakin Europ Belgium - Dolce Gabbana UK - Guerlan Cosmetics France Bertoni Italy - Hyundai Salon De L’auto France - Mitsubishi France - Opel Belgium Porsche Group Belgium - Le Tricentenaire Luxembourg - Whirlpool, Czech Republic Nissan Germany - Motor Show Germany

PUBLIC SPACES

Split Airport Croatia - UGC France - Cineplex Austria - The New York Public Library USA - Singapore Library, Singapore - Boston University USA - National Library of Korea South Korea - National Library Board Singapore - Brussels Expo Belgium Musée des Arts Décoratifs France - City of Las Vegas USA University San Jorge Zaragoza Spain - Philip Arena USA - Navana University Spain Norwegian Embassy Greece - Romero University Lithuania - Chocolade Museum Belgium - Archeological & Historical Museum of Kernes Lithuania - Harvard Club of NYC USA - Kopark Cinema Complex Turkey Musée Du Gua Shang France - Public Library Belgium - LVMH France - School of Management IEDC Slovenia - Occidental College USA - Grace Institute USA Médiatechique de Val’Isère France - La Grande Arche France - MRIF, France

HEALTHCARE

Clinca Prof Luis Jardim Portugal - Psychiatric Center Cartas, Belgium Lido Time Fitness Center USA - Kepelhof Beethoven Berlin - Arena Health Club Portugal - Hillside Fitness Club Turkey - Hyde Park Club Australia IZAR Wellness Institute USA
STRIPES

Moonrock Orange - Roll & Tile

Moonrock Green - Roll & Tile

Diamond Orange - Roll & Tile

Diamond Green - Roll & Tile

Moonless Night Orange - Roll & Tile

Moonless Night Green - Roll & Tile

Diamond Blue - Roll & Tile

Flint Blue - Roll & Tile

Moonless Night Blue - Roll & Tile
2TEC2 DOES NOT FOLLOW
THE INDUSTRY STANDARDS,
2TEC2 EXCEEDS THEM.
LE Projects is a subsidiary of Limited Edition. Limited Edition & 2tec2 are members of the same group of companies.

For 25 years Limited Edition has been supplying bespoke rugs to the project market for hospitality, luxury retail, offices, public spaces and residential interiors. All rugs are custom-made, designed and manufactured in Belgium.

Contact
Info@leprojects.com - www.leprojects.be

Dior: Madrid, Spain